#800 CONTOUR LENS CASE W/ CAPS

INDICATIONS: For storage of soft (hydrophilic)/rigid gas permeable/and hard contact lenses during chemical disinfection only. DO NOT USE WITH HEAT.

PREPARATIONS FOR USE: CLEAN WITH LENS CLEANING SOLUTION, RINSE, AND AIR DRY PRIOR TO USE.

DIRECTIONS FOR DAILY USE: CLEAN WITH LENS CLEANING SOLUTION, RINSE, AND AIR DRY DAILY. Place sufficient amount of solution in each well prior to putting lenses in wells. Close lids carefully, make sure lids are fully seated on wells.

WARNING

Lens cases can be a significant source of microbial contamination. To prevent eye infections, lens cases should be cleaned, rinsed, and air dried every day; and replaced frequently. Use of this lens case with heat may cause warpage. USE FOR CHEMICAL DISINFECTION ONLY. DO NOT USE WITH HEAT.

Manufactured By:
Paragon Vision Sciences
2120 W. Guadalupe Rd., Ste. 112
Gilbert, AZ 85233
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